Bill of materials

x10 | x7 | x4
---|---|---
x2 | x4 | x2
x2 | x4 | x8
x1 | x4 | x12
x1 | x9 | x12
x4 | x2 | x12
x4 | x4 | x2
x4 | octagonal | x1
x8 | medium | x1
x2 | x3 | small
x4 | large | x1

cylindrical

CAUTION: This set contains a string longer than 30cm (12 inches). Keep away from children under the age of 36 months. Danger of strangulation.

WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD - Small parts. Not for children under 3 yrs.

6 models printed instructions included
8 models online 3D instructions

14 models to build 8-16+

3D interactive instructions downloadable on your smart device
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STEP A: Tie one end of the string in the top hole and bring it down the ramp.
STEP B: Pass it around the vessel’s pulley and bring it back to the top.
STEP C: Lay the string over the two top pulleys and bring it down on the other side to tie on the hanging hook.

Pass the string through the hook’s hole and tie a knot to secure.